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* Fine Arts: To create layouts, covers and amusing
caricatures of other colleagues

* Graphic Design: To assist in conceptualisation and
layout for print and web

* Web Design: To help us develop, expand and enhance
our site

* Writing & Reporting: To conceptualise, research and
write original stories

* Beverage Dispensing & Affiliated Services: To
operate complex, multi-function automated coffee
dispenser, have a working knowledge of basic Italian
(espresso, grande etc.), and remember which mug
belongs to whom.

Fringe benefits include a shared table space, free Red Bull, pizza
during deadlines, unlimited use of in-house exercise facilities
(our office is a 3rd floor walk-up). We can accommodate flexible
hours, since we're always working. You should be creative,
confident, and able to take direction, but still develop your own
voice within a piece of work. Our work environment is fast-
paced. What we are is a goal-oriented team of chronic
workaholics, looking for other like-minded, impressionable young
talents, to mold into our own, twisted image. We are not hiring
right now, so don't ask. But we are looking to nurture and develop
future talent.

Anyone not put off by the above should email 75 words or less
about themselves and what position they'd be keen to fill to
campusinterns@gmail.com.
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RECORDING
IN HD>

IF AT FIRST YOU
DON’T SUCCEED,
NEVER END THE

QUEST FOR OTHER
COURSES OF

ACTION.

wow!
i can

zoom in
on the
board!

at the lecture hall...

Mr Konosuke M atsushita’ s LESSON #2:

“SEARCH FOR OTHER COURSES
OF ACTION”

Konosuke Matsushita
Founder of one of Japan's
greatest corporations,
Panasonic, known to many
as "the God of management"
and a top world industrialist.

BACK IN
THE ROOM...

PLAYBACK
IN HD>

Big
Exam!

exam day...

Scribble
Scribble ?

Is he
finished?

done!

really?!

what?!You
sure?

Yup.

This test is all
about the last

lecture... I
couldn’t catch up
with my notes!

Stil
l blankStil
l blank

after the exam...

Can I see
your lecture

notes?

what’s his
secret?!

what’s his
secret?!

Sure!

Her
e.

flashback...

I didn’t take any
notes during the

lecture, so I
recorded it in HD and
replayed the lecture

in my room.

test results

surely this time i'll
score higher than him!

I got
an A+!

Failed.

I can play
back the

lecture in
detail.

recording

So...

- Delivers high-resolution
  FULL HD 3D images
- minimises glare and
  reflection from external
  lights

PERFECT FOR CRYSTAL
CLEAR, EYE-POPPING

IMAGES!

- delivers deep, rich black
  levels that draw the viewer
  into the picture
- Smart Networking with SD,
  USB & WiFi

PLAYBACK
IN HD>

PANASONIC VIERA
VT20 SERIES 3D PLASMA TV

Oh. Maybe
he left

blanks in
the test.

Toss

SD CARD SLOT
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T H E  G I RL
You’ve been there before - the lecture has started,
everyone is seated and it is one of those lecture
theatres that has doors at the front and back. Fifteen
minutes in, the door in front swings open and there
she is, the girl every guy showed up to the lecture
to see. The short olive green skirt gives that bit of
army feel that gets all the guys sitting up straight,
paired with that skin tight, hot pink tank top. One
or two kiss blows leaves the male populous in the
theatre cocked with attention like a retriever ready
to pounce on that toy just before you throw it.

Thinking out loud, I said to a buddy of mine to my
left, “Dude, isn’t the front door a lot harder to get to
than the back entrance? I mean, the bus stop is right
over….”, and I get a hand in my face as the tractor
beam of hotness makes her way slowly up the centre
aisle to the centre row.

There you have it, the 15 seconds of the lecture
where close to 100% of the attendance is at a
heightened state of consciousness. Some of the girls
would be cursing their fate, wishing to be more like
her, some checking her out to start a bitch fest with
their friends in the canteen later, and some just
wondering what is it about her that gets all the guys'
attention. Trust me, some girls are clueless.

T H E  B O Y
Boys want to have fun too, and dragonboating is the
premier attention-seeking club to join. “Hey guys,
let’s run around campus at about 5pm when it's filled
with people trying to get home.” And so they ran, in
running shorts that look like Speedos, singlets that
look like that girl’s tank top, and of course, the
bouncing man boobs. Quite a few of these guys
make some girls I know go home and cry for hours
about the lack of their womanly assets.

Whatever. It is 15 minutes into a lecture and the
front door of the lecture theatre swings open with
the sort of dramatic effect you think a terrorist is
going to run in with a cherry bomb strapped to his
man bits, but it's just Donovan. Donovan - a stupid
name but he probably thinks it’s hunky or something.
In Singapore, a hunky name is something like Han
Boon, so all your friends can call you Ah Boon. So
Donovan swaggers in fashionably late so that everyone
can see him in his new skinny Nudie’s. He struts up
the centre aisle like a peacock, picks his row and
steps on everyone’s feet on the way in just to make
a point. Here’s the point: skinny jeans are a fashion
disaster and any guy who willingly puts a pair on
obviously does not care about the circulation to his
legs, or his crotch!

The whole point about tertiary education is the freedom you undergraduates are given.

This freedom is often misappropriated, and since the development of web casts,

perpetuated even more. Going to lectures these days has become more of a social event.

I had a friend once - not sure what happened to him, since his last whereabouts was in Cuba

(something about not being able to light a Cuban because lighters were on embargo or something).

So this friend once imparted some of his infinite wisdom to me; he never missed a lecture and

when I asked why, he answered as a matter-of-factly, that every lecture that we miss, our parents

paid $34.57 for nothing. It was a staggering truth that never dawned on me or (I’m pretty damn

sure) you for that matter. He was a simple fellow, despite the fact that his dad drove a Lamborghini

Super-whatever. He always showed up in things that didn’t flash. He was a non-flashy guy.

Which was unfortunate because, he was in a faculty where lectures were more of a

“Hey, check me out” session more than anything.

by G an Phua B eng

Lectures, how I miss them.It was once fabled youcould find true love in alecture. I would haveslapped on my killer Evisu’sand walked into a women'srights lecture. That wouldhave been a sight. Now theonly attention I get from alarge group of girls is whenI jump on the wave barrelat the Wavehouse in mySpeedos.
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